Computers in Schools: Education (R)evolution?
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there is a revolution going on in Portuguese schools ...
two about myself...
three

feeling the audience: any OSS fans?
times are changing
new tool + impact + motivation

= 

Revolution
Role

- Open Source role
- Our role
Signs

- What signs should we look for?
- How long will it take?
Ideas
OSS academy
for young people 16-22
5 half days / week
tutor
4

publish software used by p.a.

every organization
any cost
OSS fellowships for 20 best p.a. collaborators

anyone inside p.a. apply for 3 years

results reviewed each year
OSS government technical taskforce
provide information
provide technical support
"10" Labs

- top 10 developers
- top 10 OSS projects
- 10 d/m working free for companies
- wages in Top 10
Today, late night, when you arrive home, share this idea:

there is a revolution going on in Portuguese schools ...
thank you.
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